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Darkening Age, 24
In the opening paragraph of chapter 13 of The Darkening Age: The
Christian Destruction of the Classical World, Catherine Nixey wrote:
 
The flames of damnation began to lick at Roman daily life. In
literature of a newly sadistic strain, Christian writers outlined in
graphic detail what awaited those who did not comply with the
edicts of this all-seeing God. The punishments for sinners were,
according to Christian texts, atrocious.

Now regarded as apocryphal, but for a time widely read in Rome,
the Apocalypse of Peter revelled in verse after stomach-churning
verse on what happened in Hell. In it, the reader is taken on an
infernal safari in which the retributions for various misdeeds are
pointed out with relish. This Hell is a terrible place; its
punishments are grimly apposite. Blasphemers, for example, are
found hanging suspended by their tongues, or ‘gnawing their lips’.
Adulterers are hung by their ‘feet’—a punishment that doesn’t
sound too bad until you realize that in these texts ‘feet’ was a
euphemism for ‘testicles’. Those who trusted in their riches are
turned on a spit over a fire.

Even children don’t escape. At the edge of
a lake filled with the ‘discharge and the
stench’ of those who were tortured are
babies that are ‘born before time’—a
blameless crime one might have thought,
but not so here. These babies will cry for
eternity, alone.
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The worst scum
‘If we forget what we have been or what we’ve done, we are not
men anymore; just animals. Your memories don’t come from
books. Your stories aren’t just stories. If I wanted to erase the
world of men I would start with you’ I quoted in my previous post.
This is much like what an adept of classical culture would be
telling one of the few surviving Roman intellectuals or historians
when the night king of Judeo-Christianity was sweeping away all
the temples, statues, and libraries of ancient knowledge.

The quote above comes from a TV film. In the real history of the
West the night fell, indeed, on the white man: a night in which he
was apparently going to wake up in the Renaissance but the forces
of evil won with Luther, as Nietzsche clearly saw, to the extent that
the grotesquely named Renaissance of the North, represented by
the Catholic Erasmus, was also a regression to psychosis and evil,
as I’ve already said.

The Enlightenment did not wake us up completely. It was an
imperfect apostasy of Christianity insofar as the ideals of the
French Revolution not only left Christian ethics intact (‘human
rights’, etc.) but strengthened those values, now from a purely
secular point of view. Only until a Nietzsche, who was still sane
when my paternal grandmother was born, someone really broke
away from Christian moral tenets, as we have seen so many times
on this site.

The Nazis followed this complete apostasy of Christianity and, as a
punishment, the American Christians and the Judaized Soviets
committed a holocaust of German victims: the greatest secret of
the century in which we were born.

On the other side of the Atlantic, at least one awakened mind
followed the German awakening not only by putting Christianity
in its place in his writings, but by revaluating values as the
leadership of Nazi power had done. Alas, as Pierce said, history
carries on a great inertia. After his death the pro-white movement
suffered a Christian and neo-Christian (‘enlightened’) regression
that coined new terms: white nationalism in the mid-1990s and
alt-right in recent years. In a way, the regression suffered by both
Christians and non-Christians of that movement is a triumph of
the story that has been killing the white man since Judeo-
Christians took power more than 1,600 years ago.

Whites who claim to defend the white man at least in their blogs
are reluctant to finish crossing the psychological Rubicon.
Yesterday night came to me the thought that Jews and Muslims
never condemn their terrorists (which they see as freedom
fighters), but many opinion leaders of the white cause condemn
their own. They do this precisely because they are unable to shake
off the Christian morality that compels them to love their
neighbour. That’s why I call most of today’s anti-Semites ‘Jew-
obeyers’.

Everything has to do with stories. From Constantine the white
man was forced to believe a false story about his past, which
includes worshiping the god of the sworn enemy of the white race
and a Jew who never existed. Those who have not read my post on
Friday about the Romulus story will be unable to see the level of
subversion that represented the infinite change from an Aryan
story (Romulus) to a Jewish story (Jesus). In other words, the
gospels are more subversive than all the Western media
monopolised by Jewry that white nationalists complain about on a
daily basis.

In a parallel world, if the Vikings had conquered the continent
(including ethnically cleansing it of American Indians and from
the Aztecs to the Incas), New Scandinavia would not have waged
war on a Hitler who wanted to conquer the enormous lands of
Judeo-Marxism for the Aryan race. But the world that we had to
live in is not that parallel world. It is a world in which the worst
scum of Christians of the Old World conquered the most powerful
nation in the New World. And the so-called white nationalists and
people of the alt-right have failed to repudiate this scum: many of
them are part of it. That’s why they focus so much on Jewry, as if
there were not more Christians than Jews!

The Arrival of the Pilgrims Fathers
Antonio Gilbert (oil on canvas).

I have said it several times and I must repeat it: the traitor is
worse than the external enemy. The Christian is worse than the
Jew. Without Christians, there would be no darkest hour in the
West. The ideas of this site are ignored by nationalists simply
because they represent a paradigm shift. While I accept the
Jewish question more or less as a MacDonald exposes it, I also
expand that vision onto Judeo-Christianity. (I insist on this term,
‘Judeo-Christianity’, because there is no such thing as a ‘pagan
Christianity’—a mental jerk of those males who believe that the
chimera exists.)

There’s nothing in the world more powerful than a good story.
Nothing can stop it. No enemy can defeat it, not even the Jews
who control the media—if at least we told that story to ourselves.
If Westerners began to repudiate the great lie (the story of the
non-existent Jesus) without replacing it with the story of the
Enlightenment (axiological neo-Christianism), but rather with the
story of Romulus, so to speak (in the sense of reconnecting with
the classical world), in a single stroke the night king would be torn
to pieces in a myriad of ice cubes, together with his army.

But this is something that, we know, won’t happen. At least it
won’t happen soon in North America. The level of the conquest of
the Aryan psyche by the worst scum who arrived to the continent
is truly overwhelming.

Only a convergence of catastrophes could save them. Only an
Apocalypse could, at last, change the story that these folks have
been telling themselves from the pilgrims to a story in which,
instead of finding inspiration in biblical Jews, a new generation of
Americans find in Leonidas, Brutus (as Caesar betrayed the
Republic), Hermann, Charles Martel and from there a leap to
Hitler.
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White nationalists discuss GoT
Or: Why the subtitle of this site is

‘Under the Heart Tree of Bran the Broken’

I had written a supposedly ‘last word’ on Game of Thrones this
Monday but Fróði Midjord, Greg Johnson, John Morgan, and
Ramz Paul discussed the grand finale (YouTube video: here). See
also the comments on Counter-Currents about the video (here).
Under the penname of Trevor Lynch, Johnson expanded his
critique on Unz Review:

Brandon, we are told, has the best story, and that qualifies him
to rule. Except he doesn’t have the best story, but nobody objects
to that. And why is having the best story a qualification to rule
anyway? But nobody objects to that either. Beyond that,
Brandon, is possessed by a figure known as the Three-Eyed
Raven, who seems to know everything, especially about the past.
But knowledge is not wisdom, and even wisdom is not
leadership. So while Bran might be useful to keep around for
information, he is not qualified to be king. But nobody thinks of
this, and nobody objects.

First of all, Johnson ignores after minute 23 of the ‘round table’
video that the idea of crowning Bran came from George R.R.
Martin himself, as revealed very recently by insiders:

Well, it looks like the finale twist did come from George R.R.
Martin. This was confirmed by the actor, Issac Hempstead
Wright, who portrays Bran Stark on Game of Thrones. During
an interview, Issac says, D&D told him two big details about his
character that came directly from the author himself. Unless he
changes his mind, it does look like Bran Stark will become the
king in the A Song of Ice and Fire series as well.

In the round table, Johnson called the Bran symbol as ‘The
dumbest story’ and Midjord, the host of the show, added
mockingly: ‘The most boring story’. Obviously, these guys have not
watched an insightful video that predicted why Bran would be
king before the finale was premiered:

I have also called the attention to the same vlogger’s video, ‘The
Power of Stories: How Bran the Broken was always the ending’,
recorded after the finale. I don’t want to transcribe what the
vlogger says to the written word. But the fact that the present
subtitle of this site refers to Bran moves me to respond to those
white nationalists who completely missed Martin’s point.

 
Subtitle explanation

Sam: Why? What does he [the Night King] want?

Bran: An endless night. He wants to erase this
world. And I am its memory.

Sam: That’s what Death is, isn’t it? Forgetting. Being
forgotten. If we forget what we have been or what
we’ve done, we are not men anymore; just animals.
Your memories don’t come from books. Your stories
aren’t just stories. If I wanted to erase the world of
men I would start with you.

Those who haven’t understood the ending have probably missed
the above dialogue in the second episode of the last season. Bran’s
stories are no mere adventures, but stories that mark the destinies
of the white peoples.

See my recent articles on foundational myths to understand what I
mean, including the story of Romulus stolen by Mark the
Evangelist to axiologically invert the Roman foundation myth (in
my post yesterday).
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Unhistorical Jesus, 4
Editor’s note: Here I continue with some passages from Richard
Carrier’s book On the Historicity of Jesus: Why We Might Have
Reason for Doubt, especially a follow-up of what Carrier says in
my first instalment of the series.

It really looks like the authors of the Gospels, presumably Semites,
thoroughly plagiarised the foundational myth of Rome in order to
sell us another myth (compare this with what my sticky post’s
hatnote links about toxic foundation myths). This new myth did
not only involve replacing an Aryan hero (Romulus) for a Jewish
hero (Jesus). It did something infinitely more subversive. As
Carrier wrote, which I highlighted in bold in my first instalment of
the series:

Romulus’ material kingdom favoring the mighty is transformed
into a spiritual one favoring the humble. It certainly looks like
the Christian passion narrative is an intentional transvaluation
of the Roman Empire’s ceremony of their own founding savior’s
incarnation, death and resurrection [reddish colour added].

On pages 225-229 of On the Historicity of Jesus: Why We Might
Have Reason for Doubt we read (scholarly footnotes omitted):
 

______ � ______

 

Element 47: Another model hero narrative,
which pagans also revered and to which the
Gospel Jesus also conforms, is the apotheosis, or
‘ascension to godhood’ tale, and of these the one
to which the Gospels (and Acts) most conform is
that of the Roman national hero Romulus. I
discussed this already in Chapter 4 (§1), and the
points made there should be considered a

component of the element here.

The more general point is that this narrative concept of a
‘translation to heaven’ for a hero (often but not always a divine son
of god) was very commonplace, and always centered around a
peculiar fable about the disappearance of their body. All these
fables were different from one another, and therefore those
differences are irrelevant to the point: all still shared the same
core features (see my discussion of how syncretism works in
Element 11). And when it comes to the Romulus fable in
particular, the evidence is unmistakable that Christianity
conformed itself to it relatively quickly—even if all these attributes
were accumulated over time and not all at once.

Romulus, of course, did not exist. He was invented, along with
legends about him (largely put together from previous Greek and
Etruscan mythology), much later in Roman history than he is
supposed to have lived. His name was eponymous (essentially an
early form of the word ‘Roman’), and his story was meant to
exemplify ideal Roman aspirations and values, using a model
similar to Greek tragedy, in which the hero sins in various ways
but comes to self-understanding and achieves peace by the time of
his death. He otherwise exhibits in his deeds the ‘exemplary
qualities’ of Rome as a social entity, held up as a model for Roman
leaders to emulate, such as ending ‘the cycle of violence’ initiated
by his sin and pride by religiously expiating the sin of past
national crimes in order to bring about a lasting peace. His
successor, Numa, then exemplified the role of the ideal, sinless
king, a religious man and performer of miracles whose tomb was
found empty after his death, demonstrating that he, too, like his
predecessor Romulus, rose from the dead and ascended to heaven.

The idea of the ‘translation to heaven’ of the body of a divine king
was therefore adaptable and flexible, every myth being in various
ways different but in certain core respects the same. But the
Gospels conform to the Romulus model most specifically. There
are twenty parallels, although not every story contained every one.
In some cases that may simply be the result of selection or
abbreviation in the sources we have (and therefore the silence of
one source does not entail the element did not then exist or was
not known to that author); and in some cases elements might have
been deliberately removed (or even reversed) by an author who
wanted to promote a different message (see discussion in Chapter
10, §2, of how myth making operated in antiquity). For example,
the ‘radiant resurrection body’ (probably the earlier version of
Christian appearance narratives) was later transformed into a
‘hidden-god narrative’ (another common trope both in paganism
and Judaism) as suited any given author.

But when taken altogether the Romulus and Jesus death-and-
resurrection narratives contain all of the following parallels:

1. The hero is the son of God.
2. His death is accompanied by prodigies.
3. The land is covered in darkness.
4. The hero’s corpse goes missing.
5. The hero receives a new immortal body, superior to the one he
had.
6. His resurrection body has on occasion a bright and shining
appearance.
7. After his resurrection he meets with a follower on a road from
the city.
8. A speech is given from a summit or high place prior to
ascending.
9. An inspired message of resurrection or ‘translation to heaven’
is delivered to a witness.
10. There is a ‘great commission’ (an instruction to future
followers).
11. The hero physically ascends to heaven in his new divine body.
12. He is taken up into a cloud.
13. There is an explicit role given to eyewitness testimony (even
naming the witnesses).
14. Witnesses are frightened by his appearance and/or
disappearance.
15. Some witnesses flee.
16. Claims are made of ‘dubious alternative accounts’ (which
claims were obviously fabricated for Romulus, there never
having been a true account to begin with).
17. All of this occurs outside of a nearby (but central) city.
18. His followers are initially in sorrow over the hero’s death.
19. But his post-resurrection story leads to eventual belief,
homage and rejoicing.
20. The hero is deified and cult subsequently paid to him (in the
same manner as a god).

Romulus, of course, was also unjustly killed by the authorities
(and came from a humble background, beginning his career as an
orphan and a shepherd, a nobody from the hill country), and thus
also overlaps the Aesop/Socratic type (see Element 46), and it’s
easy to see that by combining the two, we end up with pretty much
the Christian Gospel in outline (especially when we appropriately
Judaize the result: Elements 3-7, 17-20, and 39-43). Some of the
parallels could be coincidental (e.g. resurrected bodies being
associated with radiance was itself a common trope, both within
Judaism and paganism), but for all of them to be coincidental is
extremely improbable. The Christian conception of Jesus’ death
and resurrection appears to have been significantly influenced by
the Roman conception of Romulus’s death and resurrection.

Even if we discounted that for any reason, the Romulus parallels
definitely establish that all these components were already part of
a recognized hero-type, and are therefore not surprising or
unusual or unexpected. The story of Jesus would have looked
familiar, not only in the same way all translation stories looked
familiar even when different in many and profound ways, but also
in the very specific way that among all such tales it looked the
most like the story of Romulus, which was publicly acted out in
passion plays every year. And this was the national founding hero
of the Roman Empire. What better god’s tale to emulate or co-opt?
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Zero-budget movies about the Gulag
From minute 40 to 43 Michael Kingsbury explains exactly what
we have been saying this month: Whites need a very specific story,
and Kingsbury wisely states which story should it be: a tragic
story, like the Gulag that killed dozens of millions of whites.

Decades ago I was very naïve. I could not figure out why, in the
middle of the Cold War, Kissinger and Nixon did not ask
Hollywood to make films about the Gulag in order to win the
cultural war that was already taking place in the West. I knew
nothing about the Jewish question, let alone that whites were
behaving like accomplices of the Jews. (Recall the phone call
between Nixon and Billy Graham in which they worried that the
media was controlled by Jewry but, from the presidential chair
and the pulpit, they did nothing to solve the problem.)

Now I know that both Christians and secular whites are involved
not only in the empowerment of Jewry, but in the internalisation
of a foundation myth that diabolises the white race. What I did not
understand in the past, times when I told people that the media
feeds us with ‘a hundred films and documentaries about the
Holocaust and zero about the Gulag’, I understand now.

Kingsbury is right in what he says, as I pointed out above, from
the 40th to the 43rd minutes. That is why I place so much
emphasis on Hellstorm, a true holocaust of Germans that even the
so-called white nationalists in North America don’t want to see,
apparently because those facts put their dear nation at the level of
the USSR of Stalin.

The white man, compassionate by nature, must radically change
the story he tells himself. And what better way that, instead of
Game of Thrones fantasies, tell stories about real events of the
20th century: events that the System has been hiding for a century
(according to Alexandr Solzhenitsyn, the Gulag system started in
1918 and ended a couple of years before the year I was born).

No one wanted to sponsor Kingsbury for his Gulag films. The
three films he made were practically zero-budget movies. It
reminds me the conditions in which I am also forced to work.
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Basic intro to eugenics
Without my editorial note, I’ll probably
add Evropa Soberana’s ‘Introduction to
eugenics’ as second essay in the 2020
edition of The Fair Race’s Darkest Hour.
Some would say that the essay is for

normies, but then why folks in the Alt-Right have produced babies
with non-Aryan Caucasoids (just compare the nymphs on the pic
with Richard Spencer’s former wife)?
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The perfect antidote to Jesus
by Joseph Walsh

Editors’ note: White nationalists have misdiagnosed the causes of
white decline. It’s not only the power of the Jews in the media and
the academy, but the fact that whites candidly accept their anti-
white narrative. The recent statements of Hunter Wallace in
Occidental Dissent shed light on the ultimate cause of Aryan
decline: the complete internalization of the suicidal ‘ethics’ that
the New Testament writers sold us.

Recently Joseph Walsh said the following in the context of the
narratives that have seized the white soul:
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Christianity + the false, lying WWII narrative from the Jews’
perspective = a lethal cocktail for the Aryan mind.

Removal of Christianity + the truth about Adolf Hitler, National
Socialist Germany and WWII = liberation for the Aryan psyche.

But most Aryans, even WN, don’t appear to have the strength to
face the truth and remove the lies from their worldview. And if
most Aryans are too cowardly to face the truth, even though it
means their own extinction as a consequence of not facing the
truth (indeed many Aryans seem to prefer extinction to facing the
truth) then aren’t Aryans but the very goyim Jews have assessed
them as?

As of note, National Vanguard have an incomplete series on their
website called A New Religion for Us and in part 5 Kevin Alfred
Strom said that in future parts of the series they will “consider the
martyrdom of Adolf Hitler—the martyrdom of Germany, and the
near-extinction event that the entire White race is now undergoing
—as elements of a new faith for our people.” I’m still waiting for
that next part of the series.

You’re right [the admin of this site] that Aryans need a new story,
really a new religion, a new mythos to enable us to revive and
survive into the further future. Jews have a foundation myth in the
Torah and a holy book with their ideology in the Talmud as well as
a long memory of their history. Aryans need the same things—a
new foundation myth, a new holy book and a reclaimed knowledge
of their history as well as knowledge of who they are, of the
essence of the Aryan race.

Hitlerism should play a big role in any future
Aryan religion. After we lost our old pagan
blood religion and indigenous culture to Judeo-
Christianity, Hitler appeared as the perfect
antidote to Jesus. Hitler was the earthly
incarnation of the collective psychic power of
the Aryan, repressed for a millennium by
Judeo-Christianity and a veneer of

domestication that it imposed.

As Carl Jung said, Hitler embodied the collective unconscious of
the Aryan race. Aryans need to understand who they are again,
who Nature made them to be. They need to have a strong sense of
their own racial identity like the Jews do. Then our racial immune
system will be healthy once again, as it used to be before the HIV
virus of Christianity was introduced into it.
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Hunter Wallace vs. Joachim Hoch
Update of 7 PM: I cannot believe it. All of Joachim’s videos seem
to have disappeared from his channel! Can you see any of them?
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I am starting to believe German commenter Devan’s iterative
claim that ‘Whites are Jews’, in the sense that even white
nationalists have been Judaized to the core by failing to become
apostates of (((Christianity))).

In my previous post I used as an epigraph
Matt Heimbach’s silly words to convey the
idea that the American pro-white
movement is a grotesque chimera from the
eugenicist’s viewpoint. (I know: to some
visitors my chosen epigraph was like
flogging a dead horse after Matt’s sordid
scandal with the other Matt a year ago.)

Eugenics as a subject is so important that I had planned not to add
new articles until Sunday. But Hunter Wallace recently posted a
piece that illustrates my point about the impossible chimera
(Christianity + white preservation) that flourishes at the north of
Río Grande. Wallace’s basic moral tenets seem fairly similar to
Heimbach’s. It is enough to quote Wallace’s recent reply to
Joachim Hoch to get my point:

Joachim claims that non-violence is ridiculous (15:13)

The overwhelming majority of White people in this country
believe that political violence is immoral.

Joachim claims that survival is its own morality (19:55)

No, that’s barbarism.

Westerners are a civilized people with a deep and rich moral
tradition. Joachim is comparing us to animals now. I don’t think
we should be encouraging our people to act like animals. We’re
not going to persuade our target audience by comparing them to
salamanders.

Instead, I believe we should be taking these deracinated people
who have been stripped of their own culture and heritage and
educating them so that they can start practicing the virtues and
obeying God’s law to become better men and women like their
ancestors.

Joachim argues that William Pierce, George Lincoln Rockwell
and James Mason were morally sound (20:48)

Why are the SIEGE posters so enraptured by this Helter Skelter
nonsense? William Pierce wrote violent fantasy novels like The
Turner Diaries and Hunter and even created his own cult for
alienated people called Cosmotheism.

Joachim claims that […]

Part of being a Christian is suffering and obeying the law:
“Christ says that we should not resist evil or injustice but always
yield, suffer, and let things be taken from us. If you will not bear
this law, then lay aside the name of Christian and claim another
name that accords with your actions, or else Christ himself will
tear his name away from you, and that will be too hard for you.”
– Martin Luther

Violence isn’t the prerogative of the aggrieved individual. In our
culture, it can only be sanctioned as self defense or as a just war
on behalf of the community. The question is closely bound up
with that of who is the legitimate sovereign authority in any
given area.

[On the comments section Wallace added:] If there is a God who
created the entire universe in all its magnificence, why do you
think such a being would be concerned with only your particular
tribe or ethnic group [whites]? Wouldn’t such a God be
responsible for creating ALL life?

Again, this is indistinguishable from Heimbach’s Orthodox
Christianity.

Joachim Hoch is YouTuber ‘Burning Man’. It is precisely because
Wallace prioritises Christian morals over racial preservation (‘You
cannot serve two masters…’) what started the whole debate.

Joachim’s first reply to Wallace can be listened: here. His second
reply after minute 23, aired today, can be listened: here. After
minute 73 Joachim asks, ‘Do you want to be a preacher or a
political leader?’ and later ‘There’s going to be a split’ of
revolutionaries and non-revolutionaries.

Alas, ten minutes later Joachim reveals himself as a Christian and
even piously quotes the gospel. He completely misses the point
that Wallace (and Heimbach) are right about their interpretation
of Christianity regarding Jesus’ commandment of universal love,
which includes other races.

His Christianity aside, Joachim’s response to Hunter was really
good. I do recommend it to those who visit Hunter’s Occidental
Dissent. I especially liked Joachim’s response to Hunter’s words
about William Pierce cited above. As to this Luther quote above
(my bold type):

Part of being a Christian is suffering and obeying the law:
“Christ says that we should not resist evil or injustice but
always yield, suffer, and let things be taken from us…”

Wow!

Yes: Wallace follows Christian ethics to the letter. What neither he
nor Hoch get is that such deranged altruism is destroying their
little race.
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Please, from now on…
do not add off-topic comments.

 

______ � ______

 

Postscript: For a few days I have been caressing the idea of
resuming my musical studies to be able to play this piece on one of
the three pianos of this house—real pianos I mean, not mere
keyboards:

But what is the case? I have no friends who could listen to my
performance and even the white nationalists I’ve met overseas use
degenerate music in their podcasts.

Ethno-suicide is not only due to Christianity and its bastard son,
but to the general degeneration of the white man…
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Introduction to eugenics
by Evropa Soberana

‘All people can be Gods people now through the New Covenant…
all peoples have a right to exist and continue to exist, but no race
is superior in the sight of God. Each people has been given
specific attributes and responsibilities but to God every soul is
valuable’ —Matt Heimbach.

Editor’s Note: Is race a social construct? This is what liberals
believe—and apparently Christian white nationalists like
Heimbach believe that, for God, race is a mere human construct.
(No wonder why people say that liberalism is the bastard son of
Christianity…)

Below, my abbreviated translation of ‘Intro a la eugenesia’,
published six years ago by the Spaniard blogger Evropa Soberana:
 

______ � ______

 

It is undeniable that in the species and in any human group there
are diversity of qualities.

Some individuals are intelligent and others are stupid; even there
are morons. Some individuals have health of steel and others are
sickly. Some individuals are tall, others are short. Some
individuals are strong, others are weak. Some individuals are
brave, others are cowards. Some individuals are disciplined and
hardworking, others are lazy and slothful. Some individuals are
honest, noble, righteous and loyal, others have a clear inclination
towards lying, falsehood, disloyalty and betrayal.

It is also undeniable that almost all these qualities are hereditary
and depend on genetics to a greater or lesser extent (usually more
greater than lesser).

The question that arises is: what qualities, from those listed above,
seem more desirable to us and which ones would we like they end
up prevailing in the future world if we want the Earth to be a
better place?

If you are a logical person I address the following question: in the
path that, as a species, we have been going through the last
millennia, what qualities, of those listed above, tend to be
selected?

The current mentality, produced by a civilisation isolated in its
technological bubble, ignores a hundred percent the laws of
Nature, of blood, of selection and of the inequality of men; laws
that, necessarily, place the best ones above and the worst ones
below. The modern world is, then, the perfect example of a
diabolical selection in reverse, or dysgenics. Many people of
inferior genetics have been perpetuated, and many people of
superior genetics have not done so (for example, in medieval times
because of fratricidal wars, witch hunts and celibacy of very large
social sectors at the hands of the Church). That hurts the race.
When the number of biological waste increases and that of bodily
monuments to the gods decreases, we can be sure without any
doubt that we are moving towards a future of biological trash.

Today, the individual is sacred and untouchable, while concepts
such as ‘race’ and ‘homeland’ are considered abstractions, when
the only abstraction is the individual who is born and dies
fleetingly and while only human groups are solid and lasting
realities.

In harder and more authentic times, the birth rate was vigorous,
but the harshness of environmental conditions cut off the lives of
the weakest. Thus, in a family of ten children, it was possible that
they reached reproductive age only five. Each of these five would
have, in turn, ten children, of which five would survive, the fittest.
The result was that, in several generations, the defectives were
virtually eradicated and the only ones left standing were the
fittest. Thus, fighting against the elements, in wars, epidemics and
catastrophes, the population of the planet remained stable but,
nevertheless, as a species, we tended to improve generation after
generation. Each ‘litter’ tended to be better than the previous one.

Humanity was not spiritually prepared for the advent of the
modern industrial revolution, technology and health services.
Obviously, the technology turned out to be in many ways salvation
for Man, but he forgot to foresee that the immense population
growth that would inevitably take place would have to be
compensated in other ways. Instead of foreseeing measures that
would continue to maintain a selection of the best ones to regulate
the population, the uncontrolled proliferation of human beings
was allowed, at the expense of Nature and of the biological quality
of the population.

Ever since health services, technology, social services and Judeo-
Christian morality have spread freely, a whole legion of sick,
decrepit, retarded and handicapped people invade the horizon of
the species that in a world dominated by Nature would never have
seen the light, or they would have lasted a short time. We, who
have the technique and the means to quickly and painlessly do
what Nature usually does slowly and painfully, are propagating
and perpetuating the inferior seeds.

It is argued that technology in itself is not good or bad, but
depends on the use that is given. Today, it is being used
diabolically, oriented to make us sick, to weaken us and to get
away from the Earth and our own nature. In the future, when the
imbecility of this civilisation has been overcome, the application of
technology must take a 180-degree turn.
 

But then there would be a selection: we would choose the
types to prevail, we would discriminate, and that is
unfair (for me, of course: because I want to perpetuate
my genes, and with them, the associated declines)!

It will be unfair to you, but it is fair to the race, which is more
important than you. On the other hand, it is unfair for the species
that your hereditary rubbish spread like the plague, no matter how
much that offends you.

And yes: it sounds to me like selection. It’s like in the exams. He
who gets more than a 5, approves, and he who gets 5 or less stays
out… a ‘selection’ in full rule. How monstrously unfair! What
ominous discrimination towards those who did not pass! How
politically incorrect!

Just like those places where they do not let you pass if you do not
wear shoes, or if you wear piggy pints, or if you don’t go with
female company, or if you dislike the Romanian gatekeeper.

Or those expensive restaurants where you cannot go if you’re not
with tie and well dressed. Or those clubs where they only accept
Latin bitches. Or those 5-star hotels where if you lack dosh to pay
for a suite they don’t accommodate you. Or those bars where they
would crush you if you say, ‘Long Live Spain!’

This is discrimination and pure and hard selection, which
surrounds us 24 hours a day, and always in much more unjust and
unnatural ways than genetic discrimination.
 

But then a caste system would be formed and the
equality would be destroyed!

Yes, but don’t we have a ‘caste system’ today? Is not that capitalist
caste system based on money? Doesn’t that destroy the sacrosanct
‘equality’? Is such an economic criterion of social stratification not
infinitely lower, unnatural, unjust and petty than the genetic one?
Don’t it tend to enthrone mediocre, vile and malicious
individuals?

Nowadays, one can be clown, brat, son of a bitch, depraved,
pervert, false, traitor, snake, unfriendly, repellent, drug addict and
stupid: but they will open the doors wherever he goes and will bow
if he is rotten with money and makes ostentation of it visible.

Likewise, one can be an intelligent, good, healthy, brave, strong
and friendly chap that the System will overlook if he is poor.

Today, a chick is ‘good’ if she has a neckline, thong, miniskirt and
shows off her body, even if mediocre, while a beautiful gal is not
stunning if she goes in tracksuit and shirt. Is not that
tremendously unfair?

So what are you afraid of when you suggest the possibility of
wiping out all that and selecting the best individuals or genes for
higher breeding?
 

But then we would operate modifications on the
individual and force changes in the whole society!

So good! You have a son. Don’t you teach him to behave so that he
is more presentable? Don’t you wash him and comb him so he
looks better? Won’t you give him a better education to make him
wiser? Isn’t that ‘operating modifications’?

Don’t we have a ridiculous and pathetic educational system, as
well as a monstrous subliminal propaganda apparatus that ‘forces
change’ throughout society, even in public opinion? Are not those
changes, by the way, worse?

So what are you afraid of when you suggest the possibility of
operating modifications for the better?
 

But then we would all end up being tall, handsome,
blond, strong, gifted, indestructible, immortal, perfect
and blue-eyed!

And what’s wrong with that?

Let’s see… taking the genetic range of yours and your partner, they
give you to choose how you want your future child to be. How
would you ‘ask’ him?

Short, maybe? Dummy? Black, no doubt? Something ugly,
perhaps…?

Wouldn’t you ‘ask’ for the best range within your gene pool and
that of your partner?
 

Oh, I don’t care how he looks like, and I’ll love him
anyway.

I’m proud of you. Look, I’m going to shed a little tear with so much
solidarity, so much progressivism, so much equality, so much
tolerance and so many rainbows. But tell me: If the look doesn’t
matter, then why the hell do you dye your hair or blow it?

Why do you brush or shave? Being a man, wouldn’t you ignore an
ugly gal, fat and with a goatee? Why do you buy clothes designed
to enhance your virtues and hide your shortcomings? Why do you
make up? Why do you wear heels? Silicone? Implants? Operation
of breast augmentation? Rhinoplasty? Lifting? Skin creams?
Several liposuctions? Insulin for diabetes? Extirpation of the
appendix? Gadgets for asthma? Barbiturates? Sleeping pills?
Glasses or contact lenses? Anabolics?

Why, in short, do you try to pretend? Isn’t it because you are
aware that this is a treasure? And isn’t all that a thousand times
more unnatural than being born with privileged genes?

The problem is that people work on the phenotype, disguising
their defects with money, paints, patches, amendments,
accessories and harmful chemicals (and expensive, which is a
lucrative and convenient business for the System). Perhaps, O
hypocrites, wouldn’t you kill for good genetics, for health of steel,
for beauty of birth and for not needing all those ridiculous
complements to disguise your superficial miseries?

Don’t you spend (you and the State) bunch of monies in such
patches and globs to hide your defects and your diseases, cash that
could be saved if such defects were eradicated by tuning up certain
genes harmlessly? Doesn’t all the waste of keeping the retarded,
terminally ill, be cut off in a single generation with a little common
sense, for God’s sake?
 

Oh, I wouldn’t choose the looks of my son, I’d just let him
be born without messing with his genes.

Once again I’m shedding a tear. Sniff.

But when you see that all your little friends go through life
begetting beautiful super-babes, healthy, responsible, intelligent,
strong, loving, I have the vague feeling that you don’t want to stay
behind, be the less coolest mother and condemn you to have to
listen to your asthmatic, diabetic or simply mediocre child,
without asking yourself how you were such a scumbag as not to
give him a better birth having the means to do so.
 

But then babies born through genetic engineering will be
unnatural beings!

Those babies wouldn’t be any more unnatural than a bourgeois
obese with toad face; drinker, sedentary, dressed up to the neck
and spending five hours a day on TV, or taking his BMW even to
go shit.

Nor would it be more unnatural than a 50-year-old fat woman,
unlookable, ramshackled, wrinkled, materialistic, smoker,
varicosed, sterile, without children—but yes: a progressive,
activist, sponsor of children of alien races in foreign countries,
with her hair dyed blond, with lots of make up, with a purse,
talking on her cell phone and stuffed with gelatinous muffin tops
and flabs that none wants to see.

And, of course, they won’t be more unnatural than the troop of the
sick, deviant, criminals, whores, parasites, inverted and
degenerates who parade through our civilisation and to whom, on
the other hand, no one deprived of their right to be born.

You yourself, don’t you take the bus or go by car? Don’t you get
into noisy bars to get drunk and distract your will? Don’t you have
sex with a condom or with an anti-baby device? Don’t you watch
TV? Isn’t all that also ‘unnatural’? So what are you telling me,
fucking piece of plastic with legs? I will accept the word
‘unnatural’ as valid only and exclusively if they come from the
mouth of someone like Tarzan or Mowgli.

Why, then, almost perfect children, born out of the cross-breeding
of the best of the species, should be unnatural and abominable
beings? Couldn’t they be ordinary people, and have the same
privileges as, for example, a homosexual mestizo, obese, diabetic,
squatter and carrier of various venereal diseases?
 

Well, that seems discrimination to me. Who decides who
is perfect? Isn’t that playing to be God?

Maybe it is playing God, but since no one is going to come down
from heaven to give us instructions, and since we are not going to
sit and watch the species degenerate until we become sickly
Tinkiwinkies fused with TV, the bag and the car at the same time,
someone with judgment has to fill that void.

Bearing in mind, moreover, that the species is on the verge of
catastrophe we must favour an exacerbately high birth rate among
the best specimens, and prevent the worst from multiplying.
Modern Western civilisation is the only civilisation in the history
of humanity that does not conceive of sex, marriage, family and
birth-rate as biological weapons destined to propitiate ‘the victory
of the cradles’—without which ‘the victory of the soldier’ is
incomplete.

It will be necessary to cross-breed keeping in mind the selection of
qualities such as Nordic blood, good constitution, intelligence,
strength, stature, courage, leadership ability, health, resistance,
discipline and a very long etcetera, which are the qualities selected
by Nature itself when the suicidal and insane Judeo-Christian
morality does not interpose between Her and man. It would not be
necessary to ‘force’ things in this sense (‘you two are good
specimens, let’s mate’), but to encourage their desire to emerge
naturally and spontaneously.

If this type of policy was supported by the techniques and means
that exist today, we would have, in a matter of generations, an
almost perfect race, and all the defects—together with the
expenses and miseries they cause—eradicated forever.

‘Good’ is everything that improves the race; ‘bad’ is everything
that makes the race worse.

From this point of view, it could be necessary to resort to
artificial methods (genetic engineering, state intervention,
selective crossings) to correct the indescribable nonsense caused
by 2000 years of artificial dementia.

Your urban brothel lifestyle, contaminated, uprooted, unhealthy,
asphalted, greasy, degenerated, drunk and immoral harm the
species and that is unnatural.

Your compassion and diligence towards junkies, the defective,
retarded, homosexual, dirty, delinquent, sickly, parasites and
judicially sentenced is something that harms the species and that
is unnatural.

Your social-economic selection is something that harms the
species, that makes it worse and tends to form a type of inferior
man, in addition to being a thousand times more immoral than
natural-genetic selection.

Your castration of the instinct of aggressiveness is something
that worsens the species and leaves us unarmed before more
brutal humanities.

Genetic selection, good birth and the selective matching of the
best individuals are things that benefit the race and tend to form
a type of superior man. Therefore they are good and desirable in
themselves.

Conclusion: as long as an intervention in human reproduction is
not a reality, mate only with individuals of similar genetic and
racial quality of you. Guide yourself through the traits of the
body, the soul, health and the tone of skin, eyes and hair.
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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